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Abstract— We present an achievable rate for general
deterministic relay networks, with broadcasting at the
transmitters and interference at the receivers. In partic-
ular we show that if the optimizing distribution for the
information-theoretic cut-set bound is a product distri-
bution, then we have a complete characterization of the
achievable rates for such networks. For linear determinis-
tic finite-field models discussed in a companion paper [3],
this is indeed the case, and we have a generalization of the
celebrated max-flow min-cut theorem for such a network.

I. INTRODUCTION

Consider a network represented by a directed relay
networkG = (V, E) whereV are the vertices represent-
ing the communication nodes in the relay network. The
communication problem considered is unicast (or multi-
cast with all destinations requesting thesamemessage).
Therefore a special nodeS ∈ V is considered the source
of the message and a special nodeD ∈ V is the intended
destination. All other nodes in the network facilitate
communication betweenS andD. In a wireline network,
such as studied in [1], the edgesE of the network do not
interact and are orthogonal communication channels. In
this paper, transmissions arenot necessarilyorthogonal
and signals sent by the nodes inV can in general broad-
cast and also interfere with one another. In particular,
for each vertexj ∈ V of the network, there is only
one transmitted signalxj which is broadcast to the other
nodes connected to this vertex. Moreover it has only one
received signalyj which is a deterministic function of
all the signals transmitted by the nodes connected to
it. By connection we mean the nodes that have edges
belonging to the setE . By deterministic we mean that
yj = gj({xk}k∈Nj

), whereNj is the input neighbors of
nodej. Therefore, we have deterministic broadcast and
multiple access channels incorporated into the model to
reflect physical layer effects.

This approach is motivated by the development of
the linear deterministic finite-field model for wireless

channels [2], and its connection to Gaussian relay
networks [3]. Historically, deterministic relay networks
were perhaps first studied in [4], where a deterministic
model with broadcast butno multiple accesswas studied
(the so-called Aref’s networks). For such a network, the
unicast capacity was determined in [4] and its extension
to multicast capacity when all receivers needed the same
message was done in [9]. A three-node determinis-
tic relay network capacity was characterized in [10],
whereboth broadcast and multiple access were allowed.
Network coding is information flow on a very special
class of deterministic networks, where all the links
are non-interfering and orthogonal. For such networks,
the unicast capacity is given by the classical max-flow
min-cut theorem of Ford-Fulkerson, and the multicast
capacity has been determined in the seminal work [1].
More recently, the capacity of a class of erasure relay
networks has been established where random erasures
attempt to model the noise and collisions [12]. In
all these cases, where the characterization exists, the
information-theoretic cut-set was achievable. Recently,
a relay network where the cut-set bound is not tight has
been demonstrated in [5].

We first consider general deterministic functions to
model the broadcast and multiple access channels. For
such networks we show an achievability which is tight
only for functions and networks where the independent
input distribution optimizes the information-theoretic
cut-set bound. For Aref’s networks where there is no
interference, this is indeed the case and our result is a
generalization of his. For deterministic networks where
there is interference but the deterministic functions are
linear over a finite field, it turns out that the cut-set
bound is also optimized by the product distribution.
For this case, our result is a natural generalization of
the celebrated max-flow min-cut theorem. These ideas
are easily extended to the multicast case, where we
want to simultaneously transmit one message fromS
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to all destinationsD in the setD. For the linear finite-
field model, we characterize the multicast capacity, and
therefore generalize the result in [1]. We will discuss this
in more detail in the next section.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND MAIN RESULTS

A. General Deterministic network

As stated in Section I, we consider a directed network
G = (V, E), where the received signalyj at nodej ∈ V
is given by

yj = gj({xi}i∈Nj
), (1)

where we define the input neighborsNj of j as the set of
nodes whose transmissions affectj, and can be formally
defined asNj = {i : (i, j) ∈ E}. Note that this implies
a deterministic multiple access channel for nodej and
a deterministic broadcast channel for the transmitting
nodes.

For any relay network, there is a natural information-
theoretic cut-set bound [6], which upperbounds the re-
liable transmission rateR. Applied to our model, we
have:

R < max
p({xj}j∈V )

min
Ω∈ΛD

I(YΩc ;XΩ|XΩc)

(a)
= max

p({xj}j∈V )
min

Ω∈ΛD

H(YΩc |XΩc) (2)

where ΛD = {Ω : S ∈ Ω,D ∈ Ωc} is all source-
destination cuts (partitions) and(a) follows since we are
dealing with deterministic networks.

The following are our main results for general deter-
ministic networks.

Theorem 2.1:Given a general deterministic relay net-
work (with broadcast and multiple access), we can
achieve all ratesR up to,

max
Q

i∈V p(xi)
min

Ω∈ΛD

H(YΩc |XΩc) (3)

This theorem easily extended to the multicast case, where
we want to simultaneously transmit one message from
S to all destinations in the setD ∈ D:

Theorem 2.2:Given a general deterministic relay net-
work (with broadcast and multiple access), we can
achieve all ratesR from S multicasting to all destinations
D ∈ D up to,

max
Q

i∈V p(xi)
min
D∈D

min
Ω∈ΛD

H(YΩc |XΩc) (4)

This achievability result in Theorem 2.1 extends the
results in [9] where only deterministic broadcast network
(with no interference) were considered.

Note that when we compare (3) to the cut-set upper
bound in (2), we see that the difference is in the maxi-
mizing seti.e., we are only able to achieve independent
(product) distributions whereas the cut-set optimization
is over any arbitrary distribution. In particular, if the
network and the deterministic functions are such that
the cut-set is optimized by the product distribution, then
we would have matching upper and lower bounds. This
indeed happens when we consider the linear finite-field
model discussed below.

B. Linear Finite-Field Deterministic network

A special deterministic model which is motivated [3]
by its close connection to the Gaussian model is the
linear finite-field model, where the received signalyj ∈
F
q
p is a vector defined over a finite fieldFp given by,

yj =
∑

i∈V

Gi,jxi, (5)

where the transmitting signalsxk ∈ F
q
p, and the “chan-

nel” matricesGi,j ∈ F
q×q
p . All the operations are done

over the finite fieldFp, and the networkG, implies that
Gi,j = 0, i /∈ Nj reducing the sum in (5) fromN = |V|
terms i.e., all transmitting nodes in the network, to just
the input neighbors ofj.

If we look at the cut-set upper bound for general deter-
ministic networks (2), it is easy to see in a special case
of linear finite-field deterministic networks that all cut
values are simultaneously optimized by independent and
uniform distribution of{xi}i∈V . Moreover the optimum
value of each cutΩ is logarithm of the size of the range
space of the transfer matrixGΩ,Ωc associated with that
cut, i.e., the matrix relating the super-vector of all the
inputs at the nodes inΩ to the super-vector of all the
outputs inΩc induced by (5). This yields the following
complete characterization as the corollaries of theorem
2.1 and 2.2:

Corollary 2.3: Given a linear finite-field relay net-
work (with broadcast and multiple access), the capacity
C of such a relay network is given by,

C = min
Ω∈ΛD

rank(GΩ,Ωc) log p. (6)

Corollary 2.4: Given a linear finite-field relay net-
work (with broadcast and multiple access), the multicast
capacityC of such a relay network is given by,

C = min
D∈D

min
Ω∈ΛD

rank(GΩ,Ωc) log p. (7)

For a single source-destination pair the result in
Corollary 2.3 generalizes the classical max-flow min-
cut theorem for wireline networks and for multicast, the



result in Corollary 2.4 generalizes the network coding
result in [1] where in both these earlier results, the
communication links are orthogonal. Moreover, as we
will see in the proof, the encoding functions at the relay
nodes could be restricted to linear functions to obtain the
result in Corollary 2.3.

C. Proof Strategy

Theorem 2.1 is the main result of the paper and the
rest of the paper is devoted to proving it. First we focus
on networks that have a layered structure, i.e. all paths
from the source to the destination have equal lengths.
With this special structure we get a major simplification:
a sequence of messages can each be encoded into a block
of symbols and the blocks do not interact with each other
as they pass through the relay nodes in the network.
The proof of the result for layered network is similar in
style to the random coding argument in [1]. We do this
in sections III, IV and V, first for the linear finite-field
model in III and IV and then for the general deterministic
model in V. Second, we extend the result to an arbitrary
network by considering its time-expanded representation.
The time-expanded network is layered and we can apply
our result in the first step to it. To complete the proof
of the result, we need to establish a connection between
the cut values of the time-expanded network and those
of the original network. We do this using sub-modularity
properties of entropy in Section VI1.

III. L INEAR MODEL: AN EXAMPLE

In this section we give the encoding scheme for the
linear deterministic model of (5) in Section III-A. In
Section III-B we illustrate the proof techniques on a
simple linear unicast relay network example.

A. Encoding for linear deterministic model

We have a single sourceS with messageW ∈
{1, 2, . . . , 2TKR} which is encoded by the sourceS into
a signal overKT transmission times (symbols), giving
an overall transmission rate ofR. Each relay operates
over blocks of timeT symbols, and uses a mapping
f

(k)
j : YTj → X T

j its received symbols from the previous
block ofT symbols to transmit signals in the next block.
In particular, blockk of T received symbols is denoted
by y

(k)
j = {y

[(k−1)T+1]
j , . . . ,y

[kT ]
j } and the transmit

1The concept of time-expanded representation is also used in[1],
but the use there is to handle cycles. Our main use is to handle
interaction between messages transmitted at different times, an issue
that only arises when there is interference at nodes.

symbols byx(k)
j . For the model (5), we will use linear

mappingsfj(·), i.e.,

x
(k)
j = F

(k)
j y

(k−1)
j , (8)

whereF(k)
j is chosen uniformly randomly over all matri-

ces inF
q×q
p . Each relay does the encoding prescribed by

(8). Given the knowledge of all the encoding functions
Fj at the relays and signals received overK + |V| − 2
blocks, the decoderD ∈ D, attempts to decode the
messageW sent by the source.

B. Proof illustration

In order to illustrate the proof ideas of Theorem (2.1)
we examine the network shown in Figure III-B. We will
analyze this network first for linear deterministic model
and then we use the same example to illustrate the ideas
for general deterministic functions in Section V-B.
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The network given in Figure III-B is an example of
a layerednetwork where the number of “hops” for each
path fromS toD is equal to3 in this case2. The key sim-
plification that occurs for layered networks is that we can
divide the messageW intoK parts (sub-messages), each
taking values inwk ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2TR}, k = 1, . . . ,K. By
doing this in Figure III-B, we see that for example, nodes
A1, A2 are sending signals which pertain to the same
sub-messagewk. Therefore, the “interfering” signals in
nodeB1 are both about the same sub-message. This is a
statement that holds in general for layered networks. For
example in block numberk = 3, the source is sending a
signal aboutw3, A1, A2 are sending signals that depend
onw2 andB1, B2 in turn are sending a signal toD which
depends onw1. This message synchronization implies
that we can focus our attention on the error probability of
a single sub-messagew = w1 without loss of generality.

2Note that in the equal path network we do not have “self-
interference” since all path-lengths fromS to D in terms of “hops”
are equal, though as we will see in the analysis that can easily
be taken care of. However we do allow for self-interference in the
model and we choose to handle such loops, and more generally cyclic
networks, through time-expansion as will be seen in SectionVI.



Now, since we have a deterministic network, the
messagew will be mistaken for another messagew′ is
if the received signaly(3)

D (w) underw, is the same as
that would have been received underw′. This leads to a
notion ofdistinguishability, which is that messagesw,w′

are distinguishable at any nodej if yj(w) 6= yj(w
′).

The probability of error at decoderD can be upper
bounded using the union bound as,

Pe ≤ 2RTP
{

w → w′
}

= 2RTP

{

y
(3)
D (w) = y

(3)
D (w′)

}

.

(9)
For the deterministic network, this event, is random only
due to the randomness in the encoder map. Therefore,
the probability of this event depends on the probability
that we choose such an encoder map. Now, we can write,

P
˘
w → w

′
¯

=
X

Ω∈ΛD

P
˘

Nodes inΩ can distinguishw, w
′ and nodes inΩc cannot

¯

| {z }

P

(10)

since the events that correspond to occurrence of the dis-
tinguishability setsΩ ∈ ΛD are disjoint. Let us examine
one term in the summation in (10). The distinguishability
of w = w1 from w′ = w′

1 for the nodesA1, A2 are
from signalsy(1)

A1
,y

(1)
A2

, for the nodesB1, B2 are from

signalsy
(2)
B1
,y

(2)
B2

and for the receiverD it is y
(3)
D (w).

For notational simplicity we will drop the block numbers
associated with the transmitted and received signals for
this analysis.

For the cutΩ = {S,A1, B1}, a necessary condi-
tion for the distinguishability set to be this cut is that
yA2

(w) = yA2
(w′), along withyB2

(w) = yB2
(w′) and

yD(w) = yD(w′). Since the source does a random linear
mapping of the message ontoxS(w), the probability that
yA2

(w) = yA2
(w′) is given by,

P {(IT ⊗ GS,A2)(xS(w) − xS(w′)) = 0} = p−T rank(GS,A2),
(11)

since the random mapping given in (8) induces in-
dependent uniformly distributedxS(w),xS(w′). Here,
⊗ is the Kronecker matrix product. Now, in order to
analyze the probability thatyB2

(w) = yB2
(w′), we see

that sinceyA2
(w) = yA2

(w′), xA2
(w) = xA2

(w′), i.e.,
the samesignal is sent under bothw,w′. Therefore, we
get the probability ofyB2

(w) = yB2
(w′) given that the

distinguishability set isΩ = {S,A1, B1}, as,

P
˘
(IT ⊗ GA1,B2)(xA1(w) − xA1(w

′)) = 0
¯

= p
−T rank(GA1,B2

)
.

(12)
Similarly we get,

P
˘
yD(w) = yD(w′)|distinguishability setΩ

¯

= P
˘
(IT ⊗ GB1,D)(xB1(w) − xB1(w

′)) = 0
¯

= p
−T rank(GB1,D)

. (13)

Putting these together, since all three would need to
occur, we see that in (10), for the network in Figure
III-B, we have,

P ≤ p−T rank(GS,A2)p−T rank(GA1,B2 )p−T rank(GB1,D)

= p−T{rank(GS,A2)+rank(GA1,B2 )+rank(GB1,D)}.(14)

Note that since in this example,

GΩ,Ωc =





GS,A2
0 0

0 GA1,B2
0

0 0 GB1,D



 ,

the upper bound forP in (14) is exactly2−T rank(GΩ,Ωc).
Therefore, by substituting this back into (10) and (9), we
see that

Pe ≤ 2RT |ΛD|p
−T minΩ∈ΛD

rank(GΩ,Ωc), (15)

which can be made as small as desired ifR <
minΩ∈ΛD

rank(GΩ,Ωc) log p, which is the result claimed
in Corollory 2.3.

These ideas motivate first focussing on layered net-
works as done in Section IV. The major simplification
that we get in this case is that the signals associated
with different messages do not get mixed in the network
and hence we can only focus on one message. Note that
another simplification in layered (equal path) networks
is that for a given nodej, it is enough to choose the
same encoding functionfj for each blockk.

Now the general result for layered networks are proved
in two parts: first for linear deterministic model and then
for general deterministic model.

IV. L AYERED NETWORKS: LINEAR DETERMINISTIC

MODEL

In this section we prove main corollaries 2.3 and 2.4
for layered networks. In a layered network, for each
node j we have a lengthlj from the source and all
the incoming signals to nodej are from nodesi whose
distance from the source areli = lj−1. Therefore, as in
the example network of Figure III-B, we see that there
is message synchronization,i.e., all signals arriving at
nodej are encoding the same sub-message.

Suppose messagewk is sent by the source in blockk,
then since each relayj operates only on block of lengths
T , the signals received at blockk at any relay pertain
to only messagewk−lj wherelj is the path length from
source to relayj. To explicitly indicate this we denote by
y

(k)
j (wk−lj) ∈ F

qT
p as the received signal at blockk at

nodej. We also denote the transmitted signal at blockk



asx
(k)
j (wk−1−lj) ∈ F

qT
p which is obtained by randomly

mappingy
(k−1)
j (wk−1−lj) ∈ F

qT
p .

Since we have a layered network, without loss of
generality consider the messagew = w1 transmitted
by the source at blockk = 1. At node j the signals
pertaining to this message are received by the relays at
block lj . We analyze alD-layer network, each layer is
a MIMO sub-network. Therefore, as in the analysis of
(10), we see that

P
(D)
e ≤ 2RT

P

Ω∈ΛD

P
˘

Nodes inΩ can distinguishw, w
′ and nodes inΩc cannot

¯

| {z }

P

(16)

We defineGΩ,Ωc as the transfer matrix associated with
the nodes inΩ to the nodes inΩc. Note that since we
have a layered network this transfer matrix breaks up into
block diagonal elements corresponding to each of the
lD layers of the network. More precisely, we can create
d = lD disjoint sub-networks of nodes corresponding to
each layer of the network, withβl(Ω) nodes at distance
l− 1 from S that are inΩ, on one side andγl(Ω) nodes
at distancel from S that are inΩc, on the other, for
l = 1, . . . , lD.

Each nodei ∈ βl(Ω) sees a signal related tow = w1 in
block li = l−1, and therefore waits to receive this block
and then does a random mapping tox

(li)
i (w) ∈ F

qT
p The

random mapping is done as in (8), by choosing a random
matrix Fi of sizeTq × Tq and creating

x
(li)
i (w) = Fiy

(li−1)
i (w) (17)

The received signals in the nodesj ∈ γl(Ω) are linear
transformations of the transmitted signals from nodes
Tl = {u : (u, v) ∈ E , v ∈ γl(Ω)}. That is, its output
depends not only on the transmitters inβl, but also other
transmitters at distancel− 1 from S that are part ofΩc.
Since all the receivers inγl are at distancel from S,
they form the receivers of the MIMO layerl, and we
denote this vector received signal aszl(w), and this can
be done for all layersl = 1, . . . , lD. Note that as in the
example network of Section III-B, for all the transmitting
nodes inT which cannot distinguish betweenw,w′ the
transmitted signal would be the same under bothw and
w′. Therefore, in order to calculate the probability that
nodes inγl cannot distinguish betweenw,w′ or that
zl(w) − zl(w

′) = 0, we see that

zl(w) − zl(w
′) = G̃l

[

ul(w) − ul(w
′)
]

, l = 1, . . . , d
(18)

where the transmitted signals fromβ1, . . . , βd are

clubbed together3 and denoted byul(w), l = 1, . . . , d.
Also, due to the time-invariant channel conditions we
see thatG̃l = IT ⊗ Gl, where ⊗ is the Kronecker
product. Since we are trying to calculate the probability
that zl(w) = zl(w

′), l = 1, . . . , d, and hence we need to
find the probability thatul(w) − ul(w

′) lies in the null
space ofGl for eachl = 1, . . . , d.

Now, if the distinct signalsy(li)
i (w),y

(li)
i (w′) re-

ceived at the nodesi ∈ βl could be jointly uniformly
and independentlymapped to the transmitted signals
ul(w),ul(w

′), then we could say that the probability of

this occurrence is size of null space
size of whole space. Clearly this is

given by,

P

{

ul(w) − ul(w
′) ∈ N (G̃l)

}

= p−rank(
˜Gl) = p−T rank(Gl).

(19)
However, even though the signalsy

(li)
i (w) are uniformly

randomly mappedindividually at each nodei ∈ βl,
the overall map across all nodes inβl is also uniform,
and hence the probability given in (19) is the correct
one. Since the events in each of the stages/clusters are
independent, we get that

P

n

ul(w) − ul(w
′) ∈ N (G̃l), l = 1, . . . , d

o

=
dY

l=1

p
−rank(

˜Gl)

= p
−T

Pd
l=1 rank(Gl)

Therefore, we see that

P ≤ p−T
P

d

l=1 rank(Gl). (20)

Now the probability of mistakingw for w′ at receiver
D ∈ D is therefore

P
{

w → w′
}

≤
∑

Ω∈ΛD

p−T
Pd(Ω)

l=1 rank(Gl(Ω))

≤ 2|V|p−T minΩ∈Λ rank(GΩ,Ωc),

where we have used|ΛD| ≤ 2|V|. Note that we have
used the fact that sinceGΩ,Ωc was block diagonal,
with blocks,Gl(Ω), we see that

∑d(Ω)
l=1 rank(Gl(Ω)) =

rank(GΩ,Ωc). If we declare an error ifany receiver
D ∈ D makes an error, we see that since we have2RT

messages, from the union bound we can drive the error
probability to zero if we have,

R < min
D∈D

min
Ω∈ΛD

rank(GΩ,Ωc) log p. (21)

3Just as in the received signals, in clubbing together the transmitted
signals intoul(w), we put together signals transmitted at thesame
time instant together. This can be done since we have broken the
network into the clusters/stages with identical path lengths.



Therefore for the layered (equal path) network with
linear deterministic functions, since as seen in Section
II, the cut-set is also identical to the expression in (21),
we have proved the following result.

Theorem 4.1:Given a layered (equal path) linear
finite-field relay network (with broadcast and multiple
access), the multicast capacityC of such a relay network
is given by,

C = min
D∈D

min
Ω∈ΛD

rank(GΩ,Ωc) log p, (22)

V. L AYERED NETWORKS: GENERAL DETERMINISTIC

MODEL

In this section we prove main theorems 2.1 and 2.2
for layered networks. We first generalize the encoding
scheme to accommodate arbitrary deterministic functions
of (1) in Section V-A. We then illustrate the ingredients
of the proof using the same example as in Section III-B.
Then we prove the result for layered networks in Section
V-C.

A. Encoding for general deterministic model

We assume a clocked network as in Section III-A.
Therefore, for such a clocked network, the deterministic
model in (5) implies that

y
[t]
j = gj({x

[t]
i }i∈Nj

), t = 1, 2, . . . , T.

We have a single sourceS with messageW ∈
{1, 2, . . . , 2TKR} which is encoded by the sourceS into
a signal overKT transmission times (symbols), giving
an overall transmission rate ofR. We will use strong
(robust) typicality as defined in [11]. The notion of joint
typicality is naturally extended from Definition 5.1.

Definition 5.1: We definex ∈ Tδ if

|νx(x) − p(x)| ≤ δp(x),

where νx(x) = 1
T
|{t : xt = x}|, is the empirical

frequency.
Each relay operates over blocks of timeT symbols,

and uses a mappingf [t]
j : YTj → X T

j its received symbols
from the previous block ofT symbols to transmit signals
in the next block. In particular, blockk of T received
symbols is denoted byy(k)

j = {y[(k−1)T+1], . . . , y[kT ]}

and the transmit symbols byx(k)
j . Choose some product

distribution
∏

i∈V p(xi). At the sourceS, map each of

the indices inW ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2TKR} choosef (k)
S (W )

onto a sequence uniformly drawn fromTδ(XS), which
is the typical set of sequences inX T

S . At any relay
nodej choosef (k)

j to map each typical sequence inYTj

i.e., Tδ(Yj) onto typical set of transmit sequencesi.e.,
Tδ(Xj), as

x
(k)
j = f

(k)
j (y

(k−1)
j ), (23)

wheref (k)
j is chosen to map uniformly randomly each

sequence inTδ(Yj) onto Tδ(Xj) and is done indepen-
dently for each blockk. Each relay does the encoding
prescribed by (23). Given the knowledge of all the
encoding functionsf (k)

j at the relays and signals received
overK + |V| − 2 blocks, the decoderD ∈ D, attempts
to decode the messageW sent by the source.

B. Proof illustration

Now, we illustrate the ideas behind the proof of The-
orem 2.1 for layered networks using the same example
as in Section III-B, which was done for the linear deter-
ministic model. Since we are dealing with deterministic
networks, the logic upto (10) in Section III-B remains
the same. We will again illustrate the ideas using the
cut Ω = {S,A1, B1}. As in Section III-B, necesary
condition for this set to be the distinguishability set is
that yA2

(w) = yA2
(w′), along withyB2

(w) = yB2
(w′)

andyD(w) = yD(w′). Notice that as in Section III-B,
we are suppressing the block numbers associated with
the received signals. It is clear that forw = w1, the
block numbers associated withyA2

,yB2
,yD are 1, 2, 3

respectively.
Note that sinceyj ∈ Tδ(Yj) with high probability,

we can focus only on the typical received signals.
Let us first examine the probability thatyA2

(w) =
yA2

(w′). Since S can distinguish betweenw,w′, it
maps these sub-messages independently to two transmit
signalsxS(w),xS(w′) ∈ Tδ(XS), hence we can see that
this probability is,

P
{

(xS(w′),yA2
(w)) ∈ Tδ(XS , YA2

)
}

= 2−TI(XS ;YA2).
(24)

Now, in order to analyze the probability thatyB2
(w) =

yB2
(w′), as seen in the linear model analysis, we see

that sinceyA2
(w) = yA2

(w′), xA2
(w) = xA2

(w′),
i.e., the samesignal is sent under bothw,w′. There-
fore, since naturally(xA2

(w),yB2
(w)) ∈ Tδ(XA2

, YB2
),

obviously, (xA2
(w′),yB2

(w)) ∈ Tδ(XA2
, YB2

) as well.
Therefore, underw′, we already havexA2

(w′) to be
jointly typical with the signal that is received un-
der w. However, sinceA1 can distinguish between
w,w′, it will map the transmit sequencexA1

(w′)
to a sequence which is independent ofxA1

(w)
transmitted underw. Since an error occurs when
(xA1

(w′),xA2
(w′),yB2

(w)) ∈ Tδ(XA1
,XA2

, YB2
), and

sinceA2 cannot distinguish betweenw,w′, we also have
xA2

(w) = xA2
(w′), we require that(xA1

,xA2
,yB2

)



generated likep(xA1
)p(xA2

,yB2
) behaves like a jointly

typical sequence. Therefore, this probability is given by,

P
{

(xA1(w
′),xA2(w),yB2

(w)) ∈ Tδ(XA1 , XA2YB2)
} ·

=

2−TI(XA1 ;YB2 ,XA2) (a)
= 2−TI(XA1 ;YB2 |XA2 ), (25)

where
·
= indicates exponential equality (where we

neglect subexponential constants), and(a) follows since
we have generated the mappingsfj independently, it
induces an independent distribution onXA1

,XA2
. An-

other way to see this is that the probability of (25) is

given by
|Tδ(XA1 |xA2 ,yB2

)|

|Tδ(XA1 )|
, which by using properties

of (robustly) typical sequences [11] yields the same
expression as in (25). Note that the calculation in (25) is
similar to one of the error event calculations in a multiple
access channel,

Using a similar logic we can write,

P {(xB1
(w′),xB2

(w),yD(w)) ∈ Tδ(XB1
,XB2

YD)}
·
=

2−TI(XB1 ;YD ,XB2) (a)
= 2−TI(XB1 ;YD |XB2). (26)

Therefore, putting (24)–(26) together as done in (14) we
get

P ≤ 2−T{I(XS ;YA2)+I(XA1 ;YB2 |XA2)+I(XB1 ;YD|XB2)}

Note that for this example, due to the Markovian struc-
ture of the network we can see that4 I(YΩc ;XΩ|XΩc) =
I(XS ;YA2

) + I(XA1
;YB2

|XA2
) + I(XB1

;YD|XB2
),

hence as in (15) we get that,

Pe ≤ 2RT |ΛD|2
−T minΩ∈ΛD

I(YΩc ;XΩ|XΩc), (27)

and hence the error probability can be made as small
as desired ifR < minΩ∈ΛD

H(YΩc |XΩc), since we are
dealing with deterministic networks.

C. General deterministic model: Proof for layered net-
works

As in the example illustrating the proof in Section
V-B, the logic of the proof in the general deterministic
functions follows that of the linear model quite closely.
In particular, as in Section IV we can define the bi-
partite network associated with a cutΩ. Instead of a
transfer matrixGΩ,Ωc(·) associated with the cut, we have
a transfer functioñGΩ. Since we are still dealing with a

4Note that though in the encoding scheme there is a de-
pendence betweenXA1 , XA2 , XB1 , XB2 and XS , in the single-
letter form of the mutual information, under a product distri-
bution, XA1 , XA2 , XB1 , XB2 , XS are independent of each other.
Therefore for example,YB2 is independent ofXB2 leading to
H(YB2 |XA2 , XB2) = H(YB2 |XA2). Using this argument for the
cut-set expressionI(YΩc ; XΩ|XΩc ), we get the expansion.

layered network, as in the linear model case, this transfer
function breaks up into components corresponding to
each of thelD layers of the network. More precisely,
we can created = lD disjoint sub-networks of nodes
corresponding to each layer of the network, withβl(Ω)
nodes at distancel − 1 from S, on one side andγl(Ω)
nodes at distancel from S, on the other, forl =
1, . . . , lD. Each of this MIMO clusters have a transfer
function Gl(·), l = 1, . . . , lD associated with them.

As in the linear model, each nodei ∈ βl(Ω) sees a
signal related tow = w1 in block li = l−1, and therefore
waits to receive this block and then does a mapping using
the general encoding function given in (23) as

x
(k)
j (w) = f

(k)
j (y

(k−1)
j (w)). (28)

The received signals in the nodesj ∈ γl(Ω) are deter-
ministic transformations of the transmitted signals from
nodesTl = {u : (u, v) ∈ E , v ∈ γl(Ω)}. As in the
linear model analysis of Section IV, the dependence is
on all the transmitting signals at distancel − 1 from
the source, not just the ones inβl ⊂ Ω. Since all the
receivers inγl are at distancel from S, they form the
receivers of the MIMO layerl, and we denote this vector
received signal aszl(w), and this can be done for all
layersl = 1, . . . , lD. Note that as in the example network
of Section V-B, for all the transmitting nodes inT which
cannot distinguish betweenw,w′ the transmitted signal
would be the same under bothw andw′. Therefore, all
the nodes inTl ∩ Ωc cannot distinguish betweenw,w′

and therefore

xj(w) = xj(w
′), j ∈ Tl ∩ Ωc.

Hence it is clear that since({xj(w)}j∈Tl∩Ωc , zl(w)) ∈
Tδ, we have that

({xj(w
′)}j∈Tl∩Ωc , zl(w)) ∈ Tδ.

Therefore, just as in Section V-B, we see that the
probability thatzl(w) = zl(w

′), is given by,

P
{

zl(w) = zl(w
′)
} ·

= 2−TI(XTl∩Ω;Zl,XTl∩Ωc). (29)

Since the events in each of the MIMO stages (clusters)
are independent, we get that

P {zl(w) = zl(w
′), l = 1, . . . , d} =

∏d
l=1 2−TI(XTl∩Ω;Zl,XTl∩Ωc) = 2−T

P

d

l=1H(Zl|XTl∩Ωc).(30)

Note that due to the Markovian nature of the layered net-
work, we see that

∑d
l=1H(Zl|XTl∩Ωc) = H(YΩc |XΩc).

From this point onwards the proof closely follows the
steps as in the linear model from (20) onwards. Therefore



for the layered (equal path) network with general deter-
ministic functions we have proved the following result.
Similarly in multicast scenario we declare an error ifany
receiverD ∈ D makes an error, we see that since we
have2RT messages, from the union bound we can drive
the error probability to zero if we have,

R < max
Q

i∈V p(xi)
min
D∈D

min
Ω∈ΛD

H(YΩc |XΩc). (31)

Therefore we have proved the following result.
Theorem 5.2:Given a layered (equal path) general

deterministic relay network (with broadcast and multiple
access), we can achieve any rateR from S multicasting
to all destinationsD ∈ D, with R satisfying:

R < max
Q

i∈V p(xi)
min
D∈D

min
Ω∈ΛD

H(YΩc |XΩc) (32)

VI. A RBITRARY NETWORKS

Given the proof for layered networks with equal path
lengths, we are ready to tackle the proof of Theorem 2.1
and Theorem 2.2 for general relay networks.

The ingredients are developed below. First is that
any network can be unfolded over time to create a
layered deterministic network (this idea was introduced
for graphs in [1] to handle cycles in a graph). The
idea is to unfold the network toK stages such that i-
th stage is representing what happens in the network
during (i− 1)T to iT − 1 symbol times. For example in
figure 1(a) a network with unequal paths fromS to D
is shown. Figure 1(b) shows the unfolded form of this
network. As we notice each nodev ∈ V is appearing
at stage1 ≤ i ≤ K asv[i]. There are additional nodes:
T [i]’s andR[i]’s. These nodes are just virtual transmitters
and receivers that are put to buffer and synchronize the
network. Since all communication links connected to
these nodes (T [i]’s andR[i]’s) are modelled as wireline
links without any capacity limit they would not impose
any constraint on the network. One should notice that in
general there must be an infinite capacity link between
the same node and itself appearing at different times
however, here we are omitting these links which means
we limit the nodes to have a finite memoryT . Now we
show the following lemma,

Lemma 6.1:AssumeG is a general deterministic net-
work andG(K)

unf is a network obtained by unfoldingG over
K time steps (as shown in figure 1). Then the following
communication rate is achievable inG:

R <
1

K
max

Q

i∈V p(xi)
min

Ωunf∈ΛD

H(YΩc
unf
|XΩc

unf
) (33)

where the minimum is taken over all cutsΩunf in G
(K)
unf .

Proof: By unfoldingG we get an acyclic determin-
istic network such that all the paths from the source to
the destination have equal length. Therefore by theorem
5.2 we can achieve the rate

Runf < max
Q

i∈V p(xi)
min

Ωunf∈ΛD

H(YΩc |XΩc) (34)

in the time-expanded graph. Since it takesK steps to
translate and achievable scheme in the time-expanded
graph to an achievable scheme in the original graph, then
the Lemma is proved.

If we look at different cuts in the time-expanded graph
we notice that there are two types of cuts. One type
separates the nodes at different stages identically. An
example of such a steady cut is drawn with solid line
in figure 1 (b) which separates{S,A} from {B,D} at
all stages. Clearly each steady cut in the time-expanded
graph corresponds to a cut in the original graph and
moreover its value isK times the value of the corre-
sponding cut in the original network. However there is
another type of cut which does not behave identically
at different stages. An example of such a wiggling cut
is drawn with dotted line in figure 1 (b). There is no
correspondence between these cuts and the cuts in the
original network.

Now comparing Lemma 6.1 to the main theorem 2.1
we want to prove, we notice that in this Lemma the
achievable rate is found by taking the minimum of cut-
values over all cuts in the time-expanded graph (steady
and wiggling ones). However in theorem 2.1 we want to
prove that we can achieve a rate by taking the minimum
of cut-values over only the cuts in the original graph
or similarly over the steady cuts in the time-expanded
network. So a natural question is that in a time-expanded
network does it make any difference if we take the
minimum of cut-values over only steady cuts rather than
all cuts ? Quite interestingly we show in the following
Lemma that asymptotically asK → ∞ this difference
(normalized by1/K) vanishes.

Lemma 6.2:Consider a general deterministic net-
work, G. Assume a product distribution on{xi}i∈V ,
p({xi}i∈V) =

∏

i∈V p(xi). Now in the time-expanded

graph, G(K)
unf , assume that for each nodei ∈ V,

{xi[t]}1≤t≤K are distributed i.i.d. according top(xi) in
the original network. Also for any1 ≤ t1, t2 ≤ K and
i 6= j, xi[t1] is independent ofxj [t2]. Then for any cut
Ωunf on the unfolded graph we have,

(K −L+ 1) min
Ω∈ΛD

H(YΩc |XΩc) ≤ H(YΩc
unf
|XΩc

unf
) (35)

whereL = 2|V|−2.
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Fig. 1. An example of a general deterministic network with unequal paths from S to D is shown in(a). The corresponding unfolded
network is shown in(b).

Now since for any distribution

min
Ωunf∈ΛD

H(YΩc
unf
|XΩc

unf
) ≤ K min

Ω∈ΛD

H(YΩc |XΩc) (36)

we have an immediate corollary of this lemma
Corollary 6.3: AssumeG is a general deterministic

network andG(K)
unf is a network obtained by unfoldingG

overK time steps then

limK→∞
1
K

maxQ

i∈V p(xi) minΩunf∈ΛD
H(YΩc

unf
|XΩc

unf
)

= maxQ

i∈V p(xi) minΩ∈ΛD
H(YΩc |XΩc) (37)

Now by Lemma 6.1 and corollary 6.3, the proof of
main theorem 2.1 is complete. So we just need to prove
Lemma 6.2. First note that any cut in the unfolded graph,
Ωunf, partitions the nodes at each stage1 ≤ i ≤ K to Ui
(on the left of the cut) andVi (on the right of the cut). If
at one stageS[i] ∈ Vi or D[i] ∈ Ui then the cut passes
through one of the infinite capacity edges (capacityKq)
and hence Lemma 6.2 is obviously proved. Therefore
without loss of generality assume thatS[i] ∈ Ui and
D[i] ∈ Vi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ K. Now since for eachi ∈ V,

{xi[t]}1≤t≤K are i.i.d distributed we can write5

H(YΩc
unf
|XΩc

unf
) =

K−1
∑

i=1

H(YVi+1
|XVi

) (38)

For simplification we define

ψ(V1,V2) , H(YV2
|XV1

) (39)

then we have the following lemma, whose proof is in
the appendix.

Lemma 6.4:Let V1, . . . ,Vl be l non identical subsets
of V − {S} such thatD ∈ Vi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l. Also
assume a product distribution onxi, i ∈ V. Then

ψ(V1,V2)+· · ·+ψ(Vl−1,Vl)+ψ(Vl,V1) ≥
l

∑

i=1

ψ(Ṽi, Ṽi)

(40)
where fork = 1, . . . , l,

Ṽk =
⋃

{i1,...,ik}⊆{1,...,l}

(Vi1 ∩ · · · ∩ Vik) (41)

5As in Section V-B, under the product distribution the mutual
information expression of the cut-set breaks into a summation.



or in another words each̃Vj is the union of
(

l
j

)

sets such
that each set is intersect ofj of Vi’s.
A special case of this Lemma was recently stated in
an independent work in [14] (Lemma 2) in the context
of erasure networks with only multiple access and no
broadcast.

Now we are ready to prove Lemma 6.2.
Proof: (proof of Lemma 6.2) We have

H(YΩc
unf
|XΩc

unf
) =

K−1
∑

i=1

H(YVi+1 |XVi
) =

K−1
∑

i=1

ψ(Vi,Vi+1)

(42)
Now look at the sequence ofVi’s. Note that there are

total ofL = 2|V|−2 possible subsets ofV that containD
but notS. Assume thatVs is the first set that is revisited.
Assume that it is revisited at stepVs+l. Therefore by
Lemma 6.4 we have

l−1
∑

i=1

ψ(Vi,Vi+1) ≥
l

∑

i=1

ψ(Ṽi, Ṽi) (43)

whereṼi’s are described in Lemma 6.4. Now note that
any of thoseṼi containsD but notS and hence it de-
scribes a cut in the original graph, thereforeψ(Ṽi, Ṽi) ≥
minΩ∈ΛD

H(YΩc |XΩc) and hence

l−1
∑

i=1

ψ(Vi,Vi+1) ≥ l min
Ω∈ΛD

H(YΩc |XΩc) (44)

which means that the value of that loop is at least length
of the loop times the min-cut of the original graph. Now
since in anyL − 1 time frame there is at least one
loop therefore except at most a path of lengthL − 1
everything can be replaced with the value of the min-cut
in

∑K−1
i=1 ψ(Vi,Vi+1). Therefore,

K−1
∑

i=1

ψ(Vi,Vi+1) ≥ (K−L+1) min
Ω∈ΛD

H(YΩc |XΩc) (45)
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APPENDIX

PROOF OFLEMMA 6.4

First we state a few lemmas some of whose proofs are very
straightforward and hence omitted,

Lemma 1.1:The Ṽi’s defined in Lemma 6.4 satisfy,

Ṽl ⊆ Ṽl−1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Ṽ1 (46)
Lemma 1.2:Let V1, . . . ,Vl be l non identical subsets of

V −{S} such thatD ∈ Vi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l. Also assume that
Ṽ1, . . . , Ṽl are as defined in lemma 6.4. Then for anyv ∈ V
we have

|{i|v ∈ Vi}| = |{j|v ∈ Ṽj}| (47)
Proof: This lemma just states that for eachv ∈ V the

number of times thatv appears inVi’s is equal to the number



of times thatv appears inṼi’s. To prove it assume thatv
appears inVi’s is n. Then clearly

v ∈ Ṽj , j = 1, . . . , n (48)

Now for anyj > n any element that appears in eachṼj must
appear in at leastj of Vi’s and sincev only appears inn of
Vi’s therefore,

v /∈ Ṽj , j > n (49)

therefore

|{i|v ∈ Vi}| = |{j|v ∈ Ṽj}| = n (50)

Lemma 1.3:Let V1, . . . ,Vl be l non identical subsets of
V − {S} such thatD ∈ Vi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l. Also assume a
product distribution onXi, i ∈ V . Then

H(XV1) + · · · +H(XVl
) = H(XṼ1

) + · · · +H(XṼl
) (51)

where Ṽi’s are defined in Lemma 6.4 andH(.) is just the
binary entropy function.

Proof: For anyv ∈ V define

nv = |{i|v ∈ Vi}| (52)

and

n̂v = |{j|v ∈ Ṽj}| (53)

Now sinceXi, i ∈ V are independent of each other we have

H(XV1) + · · · +H(XVl
) =

∑

v∈V

nvH(Xv) (54)

and

H(XṼ1
) + · · · +H(XṼk

) =
∑

v∈V

n̂vH(Xv) (55)

By lemma 1.2 we know thatnv = n̂v for all v ∈ V hence the
lemma is proved.

The following Lemma is just a straight forward general-
ization of submodularity to more than two sets (see also [8],
Theorem 5 where this result is applied to the entropy function
which is submodular).

Lemma 1.4:Let V1, . . . ,Vk be a collection of sets. Assume
that ξ(·) is a submodular function. Then,

ξ(V1) + · · · + ξ(Vk) ≥ ξ(Ṽ1) + · · · + ξ(Ṽk) (56)

whereṼi’s are defined in Lemma 6.4.
Now we are ready to prove Lemma 6.4. First note that

ψ(V1,V2) + · · · + ψ(Vl−1,Vl) + ψ(Vl,V1) =

H(YV2
|XV1

) + · · · +H(YVl
|XVl−1

) +H(YV1
|XVl

) =

H(YV2
, XV1

) + · · · +H(YVl
, XVl−1

) +H(YV1
,XVl

) −
l

X

i=1

H(XVi
)

and

l
∑

i=1

ψ(Ṽi, Ṽi) =

l
∑

i=1

H(YṼi
|XṼi

) (57)

=

l
∑

i=1

H(YṼi
, XṼi

) −
l

∑

i=1

H(XṼi
) (58)

Now define the set

Wi = {YVi
, XVi−1}, i = 1, . . . , l (59)

whereV0 = Vl. Since by lemma 1.2 we have

l
∑

i=1

H(XVi
) =

l
∑

i=1

H(XṼi
) (60)

we just need to prove that

l
∑

i=1

H(Wi) ≥
l

∑

i=1

H(YṼi
, XṼi

) (61)

Now by since entropy is a submodular function by Lemma
1.4 (k-way submodularity) we have,

l
∑

i=1

H(Wi) ≥
l

∑

i=1

H(W̃i) (62)

where

W̃r =
⋃

{i1,...,ir}⊆{1,...,l}

(Wi1∩· · ·∩Wir
), r = 1, . . . , l (63)

Now for anyr (1 ≤ r ≤ l) we have

W̃r =
⋃

{i1,...,ir}⊆{1,...,l}

(Wi1 ∩ · · · ∩ Wir
)

=
⋃

{i1,...,ir}⊆{1,...,l}

({YVi1
, XVi1−1} ∩ · · · ∩ {YVir

XVir−1})

=
⋃

{i1,...,ir}⊆{1,...,l}

({YVi1∩···∩Vir
, XV(i1−1)∩···∩XV(ir−1)

})

=
{

YS

{i1,...,ir}(Vi1∩···∩Vir ), X
S

{i1,...,ir}(V(i1−1)∩···∩V(ir−1))

}

= {YṼr
, XṼr

}

Therefore by equation (62) we have,

l
∑

i=1

H(Wi) ≥
l

∑

i=1

H(W̃i) (64)

=

l
∑

i=1

H(YṼi
, XṼi

) (65)

Hence the Lemma is proved.
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